Exponential Stability of Discrete-Time Neural Networks With Large Delay.
We study the exponential stability of discrete-time neural networks (NNs) with a time-varying delay which contains a few intermittent large delays (LDs). By modeling the considered discrete-time NN as a discrete-time switched NN which contains two subsystems and one of them may be unstable over the LD periods (LDPs), switching techniques are employed to analyze the problem. Delay-dependent exponential stability conditions to check the frequency and the length of the LDs allowed for guaranteeing the exponential stability are proposed by applying a novel Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (LKF) with LDP-based terms, Wirtinger-based summation inequality, and reciprocally convex combination technique. Based on these conditions, associated evaluation algorithms are developed. Finally, two numerical examples are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.